
THE BRITISH 
POLITICAL SYSTEM

An overview



■ No equivalent of the French revolution:

– No written constitution

– Political system: neither neat, nor logical, nor always

fully democratic

– Very gradual and consensual change

■ Main shift: monarch by divine right → constitutional

monarch

Background history



►1215: Magna Carta

►1295: Model Parliament

►1341:

Emergence of the bicameral nature of the British

Parliament [Commons and Lords]

Special status for 3 parts of the U.K (Scotland,

Wales and Northern Ireland)

Key dates and features



The three arms of the state

■ The executive : the Ministers (run the country and

propose new laws)

■ The legislature: the elected body passing new laws

■ The judiciary: the judges and the courts ensuring

everyone obeys the laws

■ /!\ No separation of powers:

→ all Ministers in the government are members of the

legislature

→ some very senior judges sit in the upper house of the

parliament

→ the formal head of the judiciary is a senior minister



Devolution

■ Some degree of legislative independence for 

Scotland, Northern Ireland and Wales

■ Acts voted in 1998 for all 3:

– Scotland (from the beginning) + Wales (since

2017): reserved powers model (reserved and 

excepted matters listed)

– Northern Ireland: reserved matters could be

devolved later on, not excepted matters

■ Issue: West Lothian question



British Parliament (Westminster)

■ Has been in existence since the end of the 14th

century.

■ Two chambers:

– the House of Commons (Lower House): 650

MPs

– the House of Lords (Upper House): 763 peers

■ The laws apply to the whole country: NI, Wales,

Scotland, England.



The House of Commons (1)

■ Has the most authority.

■ Elected, representative assembly of 650 MPs, each

representing a constituency.

■ Chaired by the Speaker.

■ The MPs who support the government in office sit on the

right of the Speaker, facing those in opposition.

■ Members of the government and of the “shadow cabinet”

sit on the first rows (frontbenchers).



The House of Commons (2)
■ Main business: voting legislation

■ Holds the government accountable

■ Composition (2019)



The House of Lords (1)

■ Non-elected, non-representative assembly

■ Lords Spiritual + Lords Temporal

■ Role extremely reduced: the Lords cannot

veto legislation.

■ Increasingly regarded as anachronistic

(reform initiated by Blair – House of Lords

Reform Act 1999)



■ The Lords Spiritual = ecclesiasts

■ The Lords Temporal:

– Hereditary peers of the Realm and of Scotland.

– Life peers: Appointed (reward)

– The lords in appeal (15) = judges of the

Supreme Court of the UK as a result of the

Constitutional Reform Act of 2005.

The House of Lords (2)



The legislative process: basics

■ Almost all legislation is proposed by the

Government.

■ Main bills announced in the Queen’s speech

■ All legislation has to be approved by both Houses

of Parliament.



The legislative process: lawmaking

– First Reading: long title of the Bill

– Second Reading: general principles of the Bill
debated by all the members of the House →

formal vote

– Committee Stage: bill + amendments thoroughly
examined in the Commons by a small, specially
chosen group of members and in the Lords by the
members as a whole on the floor of the House.

– Report Stage: bill v.2 examined and amended if
need be.

– Third Reading: bill v.3, final reading. No
amendments possible.

– Royal Assent


